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to the right, the curve to the left, and 'the
straight uine, are ail taken from the ellipse an(I
its diameters. he curves are often modified, as
we shaîl see when we make the letters.

Draw an oval on the board,
and number its parts. Let
the children point out the

3*curves on the drawing, and
s z. spend some time in practising

them, and along with this,'
practise the upper turn and

4 lower turn both separately
and combined. By looking over the small letters,
it is readily seen, that they are ýnearly ail made
by attaching curves of somne sort to straight uines.
It is well to remember that ahl curves are joined
to the straight lines of short letters, one-fourth
of the length of line from top or bottom.

t-shall not attempt to go through the whole
alphabet, ýut shahl mention only a few points
that I have found helpful in teaching the form
of some of the letter's. Look at the oval on

the board. Draw a straight
uine from 2 parallel to 5-4,
attach a curve to the right,

4- similar to 4-2; place a dot
above and we have an ".
Now to make- this letter

4- again, draw a straight uine
on the board about six inches long, divide into quar-
ters and add the curves. The dot, above the " i, "
should lie in the, straight Une produced. Have
the childrenwrite this, letter several times on their
practice paper, and then go on, to the other short
letters madle from the straight line and the
curves. The U, y, w, n, mn, r, s,. x, ail folhow
naturally. The o, a, c, e, are made" from the
small oval. The stem letters are easily taught
here. Build themn up from the i, a, and y, or
x; notice the length of each letter &%nd the

cu -s make each one separately; reu themn
to short letters, and see how they compâre with
the ones already taught. To make the loop
letters take the i; prôduce the straight uine
upward (out writing system requires three times
its original 'length); attach a modified curve to
the -right, and you have an 1. By producing
the-sti:aight uine of the i, either up or down and
then adding curves, you can easily make au! the
loop letters., If these are made in ruled spaces,
the. class can see1 at once, that the straight uine

and curved line always cross on the space lines
which enclose the short letters.

Practise writing ghort words of various -combina-
tions, as soon as sufficient letters have been formed
correctly. Cail attention to the fact that ail turnes
on the base-line should be alike, and teach the
children to train the eye to write without guide lines.

LE.SSON PLANS.- My school is usually mace up
of children f rom ten to twelve years of age.
When 1 get a new class, 1 have each pupil write
three or four lines on the first page of the writing
book. While tliey are doing this, 1 look out for
position of body and pen, movement, formn, and
other details. This shows me where to begin, and
on what part of the work to spend the mosn timne..

We start with the position of body, and' the
pen holding, and spend a few minutes in musc ular
movement exercises, niaking the oval, slanting
lines, and loops, as these ail corne into use on
page one of the copy book. Each cbild keepe
a sheet of tablet paper in the writing book for
practise, work. In this part of the lesson, 1
somnetimes allow the pupils to count aloud with
me. It adds to the interest and takes nothing
f rom the resuits. Before leaving, these *exerie
we make the capital 0 from the oval, the
required stem letters from the slanting lines, and
the required loop letters from the loop exercise.

Then we talk about the short letters in the
copy; illustrate on the board, and practise on
paper. We compare the height of the capitalse,
stem, and loop letters, and by this timne 1 usually
find two-thirds, or more, of the class anious
to write another line in their books. When it
is written the improvement is made evident by
the satisfaction expressed on the faces.

As I walk about the room looking at these Unes,
I get the different pupils to point out where the
last line is better than the others, and where
they can yet see mistakes. 1 show the chis
again, on the board, how to correct them, and
another line is written in the books.

During the writing lesson, I ask, say five
pupils to write on the board in spaces already
prepared, while the others practise on.ther
paper. This work is done, with the, under-
standing that it is to.be criticised by the dles
(with no mention of- names but always by the
numbers above the uines). It is sûrprising to- me
just how much they can find wrong with th"
writing.. Then Ïve have a few lines written
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